DISCOVER THE DEPTH OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE MADZI ALIPO PLATFORM - THE
MOST DETAILED, GEOSPATIAL WATER POINT MAPPING TOOL FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT!
From fine details to broader overviews, the Madzi Alipo system offers something for everyone. Whether you are a District Water Officer wanting to view the activities of agencies in your area,
an NGO needing to know the status of water points for a project proposal, a supplier wanting to advertise your shop, an area mechanic looking for work, a funder wanting to track the
sustainability of supported projects, a villager wanting to raise awareness to the non functionality of a borehole— The Madzi Alipo Platform offers something for YOU!

REMEMBER: This platform is FREE for all to access and use.

Apply the inbuilt filters to search water points by
zone, type, agency etc. This automatically
generates charts and graphs summarising key
information. Track the change of borehole
functionality in an area over time.

Zoom in to see the history of each water
point, which agency has visited and when.
See updates from the field almost
instantly.

Navigate through the
database to generate
tailored reports,
communicate with
other NGO’s through
an online forum and
manage your agencies
data.

Capture the story of a water point through
in-depth comments and detailed photos.
View the problems and solutions!

View trained area mechanics and part
suppliers, their proximity to water points,
contact details, credentials and stock.

Import your historic data and information to
the database to make your contribution to this
nationwide map. Place your data amongst
that of others.

View the borehole yield after a repair and track the number of parts used.
Uniquely identify each part inserted to reduce theft and monitor the life
span of each part. Generate the estimated cost of the repair.

REQUEST your free account today from info@madzialipo.org!

View who has
previously visited/
repaired a water point.

